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1. Why is Maersk’s

business model

“complex”? 

Because they have a

very large cost base.

They have a lot of

vessels that need

fuel

- 600 vessels, 2M

containers, 350

ports, 121 countries

A lot of money

invested in theirs

assests (ships and

containers)

2. What role do IoT

sensors play in

Maersk’s systems?

To monitor temperature,

location and critical

oportunities to

maintainance of the

containers

 to inspect and investigate

containers at the end of

each journey

especially the refrigerated

ones

3. Why is tracking

empty containers so

important to efficient

operations?

Because Maersk

spent over $1 billion

/year moving this

containers

to automate and

optimize where

empty containers go

next 

To figure out whats the

need for empties right

now to have available

to customer

4. What is the “data

driven culture” that

Maersk is trying to

strengthen?

Commit people to be

open to embrace new

ideas 

Maersk wants to give

the

analytics and data to

their customers

Giving them more

insights and control

over the supply chain

Like this Maersk can

create new revenue

streams

Voyage optimization

Empty containers

optimization

5. Why does Maersk

want to give their

customers access to

their system?

For Transparency For Actions

So customers can

engage with their

goods while they are

in transit

For example customers

could change factors like

humidity, temperature

and others. 

This totally change the value

proposition of Maersk using

the IoT, changing the culture

and strengthen the global

supply chain
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As it can be seen from the information provided in the

case, the evolution of a company like Maersk is clear.

 For years Maersk has been a global shipping

company. That faces enormous challenges like the

operations management of many ships and container

across the globe the entire year.  

This company suffers from the lack of standardization

in policies and regulations across many countries. Also

for the lack of control in real time to determine the best

way possible to manage their empty containers and to

make the fuel consumption more efficient. 

With all of that beign said, its

operations management

become very complex and

as a consequence its

business model

They have to deal with many

different paperwork in

different countries, this

involves different costs in

their operations

Therefore with the help of information systems and

Internet of things, Maersk plans to change its culture

and evolve towards a digital services company. 

The head managers, saw that in this sector there is a

lot of room for improvement. 

Not only offering its traditional shipping and energy

logistics service but also adding a different source of

income.

Containers

monitoring 

They plan to provide the customer with valuable data,

so they can engage with their goods, and monitor what

is going on during the voyage. 

This clearly changes Maersk's value proposition, and

adds a very competitive advantage over its

competitors.  

As a conclusion, it can be seen how a company that

had many challenges, is taking advantage of

information systems and IoT to improve its core

services and above all, generate a total cultural change

within the company, with the intention to generate

value for itself and its customers. 


